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03.01.2023 Dick 21636941 Outdated advisory 
signs still in situ 

Woolton Hill Road Jct 
of Trade Street and 
Ball Hill side of Fullers 
Lane  

Signs indicate works for 16.12.2022, 
now well out of date. Request 
update or remove 

Complete 
 

21.02.2023 Dick 7116735 Ongoing water 
seepage  

Woolton Hill Road 
opposite access to 
Junior School 

Continued water seepage onto 
pavement and road. Sothern Water 
informed and  attended x4 but 
determined not due to mains or 
sewerage. Hence referred to HCC 
Highways ref possible groundwater 
backed up. 

22.02.2023: Resolved. 

25.02.2023 Dick 21651762 Deep pothole Woolton Hill Road/ 
Ball Hill 

Temporarily  marked by hazard 
bollard. Previously reported by MoP, 
but now upgraded due to worsening 
state of hole and traffic hazard for 
converging traffic near blind bend. 

14.03.2023: Passed to contractor 
07/09/2023: Enquiry closed 

07.03.2023 Dick  Multiple hazards A343 - A34 Multiple potholes and carriage 
degradation additionally reported by 
various sources ( see also ref . 
104576272 March 2022). Mails sent 
to  K Malthouse MP; Cllr Thacker, 
HCC Highways.  

27.03.2023: Warning signs and 
some temporary patching. See full 
report to EWPC 27.03.2023  
6 Oct 2023: resurfaced (see 
11.03.2022) 

05.04.2023 White 21662291 Major potholes Ball Hill Road, Hatt 
Common 

Deep pothole opposite Garage Reported as completed although 
no evidence of corrective action. 

05.04.2023 Dick 21662426  
(See also 
104519025
) 

Road degradation Ball Hill Road/ Watery 
Lane:  Gore End 
westward to county 
boundary 

Road extending from Hilliers Farm at 
Gore End westward  to county 
boundary showing severe 
degradation with pothole avoidance 
causing  hazard for  opposing 
vehicles. 

13.04.2023: email from Highways 
Area Manager: Highways engineer 
investigated/advised carriageway 
monitored for potholes and 
infilling where applicable. Follow 
up order for dragon patching with 
road visited regularly. Drainage 
issues to be checked in coming 
weeks. 
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11.04.2023 Dick 21663632 Potholes Trade Street at Entry 
to Grooms Cottage 

1 major and 2 minor potholes rapidly 
worsening since implementation of 
lay-by parking 

12.04.2023: Marked for filling. 

13.06.2023 Collins Personal 
letter to 
EWPC 

Potholes Gravelly Close, North 
End , RG20 0BG 

Ongoing lack of road maintenance by 
BDBC despite  apparent adoption 
over 10 years ago.  

Referred to Cllr Falconer (BDBC) 
for investigation/action. 

20.07.2023 Dick 21683510 Overgrown 
hedgerow 

Link lane at North end 
of Broadlayings 
triangle 

Excessive roadside  overgrowth 
progressively obliterating lane 
passage 

24.07.2023: HCC inspection has 
shown that the issue does not 
require action at this time. 

25.07.2023 Dick 21684159 
(See also 
104554122
)  

Degraded and 
sunken manhole 
cover 

Abbey Wells Road Cover surround severely eroded with 
deep degradation to road surface. 
Possibly resulting from excessive 
water flow down roadside verge and 
then into manhole surrounds 

12.09.2023: Sunken manhole 
covers reset and correctly 
mounted, though water still 
flowing down road from 
Malverleys. 
Closed  

26.11.2023 Dick 21702963 Multiple potholes Hollington Lane (East 
End to Brick Kiln Farm) 

Multiple potholes and eroded 
carriageway shoulder of danger to 
cyclists and smaller vehicles 

01.12.2023: HCC: We have 
completed any necessary actions 
relating to the initial enquiry or 
reported problem and the enquiry 
has now been closed. 

08.12.2023 Dick SSE: # 
231208-
000651 

Uncleared work 
materials and 
debris 

Woolton Hill Surgery Safety barriers and excavation debris 
left blocking car park spaces in 
Doctors’ surgery car park following 
cable supply repairs. EWPC direct 
contact to SSE requesting early 
resolution to help maintain traffic 
flow on Trade Street. 

15.12.2023: Work area cleared and 
car park returned to full capacity. 

07.02.2024 Dick 21718913 
& 7140412 

Degradation of 
road shoulders 

Abbey Wells Road – 
East End to Woolton 
Hill 

Multiple areas at edge of road with 
significant drop off resulting from 
heavy vehicle damage. Considered to 
be dangerous to low clearance 
vehicles. 

19.02.2024: HCC “Our inspection 
has shown that the issue you have 
reported does not require action at 
this time.” 
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18.02.2024 Dick 106697184 Surface water 
flowing through 
East End 

Abbey Wells Rd  East 
End to Woolton Hill 

Mail to HCC regarding blocked 
culverts and ditch gratings resulting 
on surface flow of water with entry 
into foul water system  

18.03.2024: HCC Update 
requested. Further service  ID: 
106772925 
Report also to Thames Water ( Ref: 
00581126) 
20.03.2024: Referenced by HCC  as 
7140412 and closed as “defects do 
not meet our safety investigatory 
levels” . 

20.02.2024 Dick 21722217 Multiple potholes Tile Barn Row Line of potholes along crown of road 
with one of considerable depth 

15.03.2024: HCC: Works have been 
undertaken to address the issue 

28.02.2024 Dick 21724647 School warning 
lights constantly 
flashing 

Woolton Hill Road, adj 
recreation ground 

Both amber lights flashing at all 
times. 

29.02.2024: Mail from HCC 
disclaiming responsibility for “street 
lighting” by “developer”. Further 
clarifying mail to HCC. Tracker 
states “Enquiry closed”. 
04.03.2024: Tel to HCC (“May”) to 
again point out that it is not street 
lighting but a School Warning Sign. 
Will now be referred for action. 
 

07.03.2024 
Follow-ups 
25.03.2024 
02.04.2024 

Dick 
 
Dick 

24248421 
 
As above 

Multiple redundant 
roadworks signs. 
Many signs still 
strewn beside road 

East End / Stargrove 
Lane/ Chalk Pit Hill 

Hazard cones, sandbags and warning 
signs have left at various points on 
the back lanes following roadworks. 
Advised HCC that may consider 
referral to B&DBC under “fly-tipping” 
FPN terms 
Pictures of remaining signs from East 
End to Heath End re-attached 

22.03.2024: HCC  “Enquiry initially 
assessed, and now need to 
undertake further investigations 
into the problem.” 
16.04.2024: Passed by GD to Cllr 
Thacker for HCC escalation. 
24.04.2024 HCC:” Following a 
review of your enquiry, all necessary 
actions have been undertaken.”   
GD: Checked all debris removed. 
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25.03.2024 Dick 21731781 Pothole in patched 
road surface.  

Abbey Wells Road, 
Woolton Hill, close to 
bus stop 

Degradation occurring in already 
patched surface with hazard to 
vehicles and especially to bicycles 

20.04.2024 Hole patched 

18.04.2024 Dick 21737218 Highway shoulder 
degrading 

Hatch House Lane, 
North End 

Ditch failure and under-running of 
road surface => progressive collapse 
of highway shoulder with breadth of 
highway no longer accommodating 
wider wheel base vehicles  

18.04.2024 HCC: Passed to an 
Engineer, who will undertake an 
inspection of the site. 

18.04.2024 Dick 21737224 Damaged/Missing 
Inspection covers  

North End Lane. North 
End 

Multiple hazards of roadside 
drainage inspection covers broken or 
missing, including fully open drop 
into hidden culvert. 

18.04.2024: HCC: Will be assessed 
by a member of the Hampshire 
County Council Highways team. 

 


